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 Crown Elevate Project ‘ has gone through significant growth in the
closing of “2021” and has built partnerships with over 10 organizations to
create learning environments that holistically encourage behavior
enhancement, healthy habits, and mindful self-care to woman in the
Justice System and treatment facilities in the USA.

One area that we want to focus on this year is our facility based Elevate
Reentry instructor led E-Learning Program & Workbook! While we have
a strong following and a distinct brand identity, we want to be able to
grow that and stay relevant for far longer. And we want all woman to
gain that same Independence through intimate discussions with peers
who share the affinity of being oppressed and semi-defeated.

Over a 6- 12 week period each 1 to 2 hour self- created session forms a
foundation where each participant develops:
• intimate interactions which addresses the root cause of existing
circumstances,
• an opportunity to transition from a negative to a positive mind set,
• realistic goals which both free and empower, and
• a strong life-long support system of experienced accountable battle-
buddies.

This Proposal aims to hear ideas and suggestions on how we can move
together in this direction.

 

BACKGROUND



ABOUT
COACH
PRINCESS

Coach Princess is the sole owner of Crown Elevate Project LLC, and is
a.. Well renowned licensed financial planner and Certified woman’s
life, health, and wellness coach, along with being a active duty ARMY
police veteran. She received a bachelor’s degree in Public-
administration and Project management from the University of
Phoenix and became a certified professional community health
worker in COVID-19 response while at the College of Southern
Maryland during a global pandemic. 

@Elevate@crownelevatepro ject l lc .com



Crown Elevate Project was founded by Princess Brownfield,  USAV,
CLC, CHC, CCHW-II, Founder, Creator

Crown Elevate Project is the only consultings & coaching company
of its kind. Because my clientele are specifically the most at risk, I
can expressly target their unique needs. And assist organizations in
how they facilitate and promote to this same demographic. Which
can consist of woman dealing with the impact of homelessness, the
criminal justice system, LGBTQI-A issues, and women veteran
trauma.

Coach Princess started her own consulting and coaching company
during the pandemic with a focus on providing woman most at risk
in her community a safe space to learn themselves, and to
development organizational programs to assist both individuals and
corporate clients. She caters to major companies nonprofit
organizations and local shelters, she works well with senior
corporate executives and can provide consultations and program
development for all level corporations. Coach Princess holds ties and
experience in prison reform advocacy, woman empowerment, and
self-government.

ABOUT US

OUR STORY



To elevate woman whom are currently incarcerated or at any point in
their lives have been through the justice system, overall self-views,
wants and needs. To open real time conversations for the everyday
women behind bars or in transition. To set one’s mind into thinking
“WHAT IS INSTITIUTIONAL CHANGE”? And to change the woman’s
way of thinking that, “WHAT THEY DON’T KNOW WON’T HURT
THEM. To give a sense of hope and knowing that there is always an
out to a bleak situation. To give each woman an opportunity to
“BATTLE  

 The “ELEVATE”  Life Coaching courses program is a E-learning and
personal instructor & workbook course tailored for woman in the US
system. Therefore, we are proposing to..
Facilitate groups in a healthy way that each woman weather
incarcerated or in transition, has an older-younger “BATTLE BUDDY”.
To gain full understanding that even with some feeling they do not
need all the information to gain self-change, or work through the
clusters of policy’s, they do! And… SOMEONE HAS BEEN THERE DONE
THAT!!! Looking into the continued harsh ways of living, thinking, and
feeling that does rule most to come back to there unreal thinking,
feeling, and living. Talking real one-on-one, about how can we get to
the moments of,” What use to happen, doesn’t”. Giving opportunity for
women to find their identity and peer 
ELEVATE… 



BUDGET,

TIMELINE,  AND

DELIVERABLES

Shaping returning women citizens
through “ELEVATE” 
Life Coaching Training 
Program costs $10,000+per 6-12 week
program duration. This includes:

Weekly 1-2 hour virtual /in-person classes led by

founder

Weekly Q&A breakouts on advocacy topics  

Take home after-care course workbooks

Certificates of Completion 

 Graduation Crown Box Merchandise

Clients get 2-Consultations after graduation 

Basic after-care services amounting to $360 per

client. (On as needed basis). 

Workbooks can be sold
separately to your facility to get

your ladies on the road to
Rebuilding and Flourishing for

$30 per book.
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